Extensional tectonics cover a
INTRODUCTION

Most
have proposed that geometrical relations between faults and bedding may be used to obtain an estimation of the amount of stretching, if one suppose that the blocks remain rigid during the deformation.
Let us consider a system of tilted rigid bloc ks separated by parallel plane faults, such that the line joining the top apices of the blocks is horizontal (Figure 7 ). Be fore block tilting, the fault dip is P o and the fault spacing is equal to 1. As stretching evolves, the resulting fault dip p decrease (p < p o ) and the tilt of the block incr eases as a = P o -P
The corresponding horizontal stretch e can be expressed as a function of initial and finite fault dip:
This relation is equivalent of equation (8) in the work of Le Pichon and Sibuet [1981] and formulae in Figure 2 by Wernicke and Burchfiel [1982] . Figure 7 shows the varia tion of p and a as functions of (1 + Moreover, in the two examples, it is dubious that low-angle normal faults result from the evolution of faults having initially higher dips.
Significance of low-angle normal faults. 
Considering
